About Net Inclusion
The Net Inclusion conference has been a staple in the digital inclusion community since 2016,
bringing hundreds of practitioners, advocates, academics, internet service providers, and
policymakers together to share their knowledge and discuss:
•
•
•

local, state, and federal policies and policy innovations impacting digital equity
sources of financial and programmatic support of digital inclusion programs
digital inclusion best practices from across the country

Net Inclusion 2022 was our largest conference to date.

Net Inclusion 2022 Reach

330 600

in-person livestream
attendees attendees

2,052 14,402
YouTube views
between Feb.
and June 2022

webpage
views

“No other convening brings together such a
diverse set of digital inclusion stakeholders
over three days. From breakout sessions
to plenaries to informal chats over coffee,
Net Inclusion is a space where attendees
can meaningfully engage with the most
pressing issues in the field and move the
needle on digital equity.”
- Anonymous 2022 Net Inclusion Attendee

“Net Inclusion is the best organized
and most informative digital equity
conference plus wide array of people
ready to meet and discuss topics.“
- Maryanna Milton, Arizona Students Recycling Used
Technology and Partners Bridging the Digital Divide

“Net Inclusion provided an
inclusive and welcoming space
for organizations to connect over
digital inclusion initiatives and
strategies. It was an absolute
pleasure to meet the NDIA team,
and digital equity champions from
all over the country.”
- Caitlin Blockus, Valley Vision and Capital Region Coalition for Digital
Inclusion

@netinclusion | digitalinclusion.org

Your sponsorship dollars are essential to keeping registration costs low and maintaining the staff time
required to make the Net Inclusion a well curated experience.

Sponsorship Packages
Number of registrations included

Premier
$50,000

Terabyte
$35,000

8

6

Custom Sponsorship *

Gigabyte Megabyte
$15,000
$7,000
4

2

X

Sponsor logo on website and blog post

X

X

X

X

Sponsor recognition in event program

X

X

X

X

Sponsor logo on signage

X

X

X

X

2 custom “Thank You” posts on Facebook
and Twitter

X

X

X

Sponsor acknowledged during Digital
Inclusion 101 seession at Net Inclusion

X

X

Sponsor conducts 5 minute welcome
during a whole-audience plenary

X

*A custom sponsorship at the Terabyte level can include any of the following:
Registration Scholarships Sponsor - Help grow the community by sponsoring registration for 15 people who can’t attend
otherwise. The Sponsor and NDIA will agree on how recipients are chosen, while prioritizing diversity; small organizations
with limited budgets, and students engaged in digital equity.
Travel Scholarships Sponsor - Sponsor travel for 4 people who may not otherwise have the opportunity to attend. The
Sponsor and NDIA will agree on how recipients are chosen, while prioritizing diversity; small organizations with limited
budgets, and students engaged in digital equity.
Live-Stream Sponsor - Provide the entire conference to virtual attendees. While pandemic restrictions are loosening,
many will still be unable to attend in person. Sponsor will receive recognition on the live-stream and videos on YouTube.
Breakfast, Lunch, or Reception Sponsor - Everyone’s gotta eat! Sponsor will receive recognition on signage near tables.

